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Ants flexibly change their behavioral modes at various levels, from individuals to whole
colonies, based on external stimuli, such as finding a new food source or being attacked by
predators. In this study, we investigated mode changes in the foraging behavior of garden
ants, Lasius japonicus. When extracted pheromone was deposited along a circular path
connected to the nest entrance and no food was supplied, a large fraction of the ants
continued to walk along the path. In contrast, if a food source was placed on the same
circle at the opposite edge to the nest entrance, a large fraction of ants soon came to
shuttle directly between the nest and the food source using a shortcut path. We analyzed
the process of shifting the foraging path from the initial circular path to the shortcut path,
and found that the foragers who reached the food source in the initial stage along the
circular pheromone path chose the shortcut path for their homing instead of the circular
path; thereafter, the traffic along the shortcut path gradually increased both in the outward
and homeward directions. This strongly indicates that the ants changed the foraging mode
after the food-intake from the pheromone-following mode to another mode. The present
result serves as an example of the switching of collective behavior of animals caused by
that of the primarily relying information for individuals according to the input of external
stimuli.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ants are typical eusocial insects. Despite their small brain size, ants perform various tasks in a
highly organized manner when working together as a colony through autonomously
functioning task allocation with no particular leader. To date, various types of collective
ant behavior have been investigated. In particular, foraging behavior has been intensively
studied because it is the most fundamental task for survival. One of the characteristic features
of the foraging process of many ant species is pheromone-mediated trail formation. According
to previous studies, pheromone trails are formed using the following procedures [4, 16]: first,
scout ants who reach new food sources deposit. Trail pheromone on their way back to the nest.
Thereafter, the foragers who have been waiting in the nest respond to the information provided
by the returned scout ants and depart to forage by following the pheromone trail to reach the
food source. On their way back to the nest, they deposit another trail pheromone, similar to the
above-mentioned scouts. Repetition of these processes increases the density of pheromones
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along the trail, thereby enabling the colony to effectively carry
food to the nest. Information shared among numerous ants
through deposition and sensing pheromones is categorized as
social information. In contrast, several ant species do not
form pheromone trails during foraging. Instead, they rely
only on information acquired by the abilities of each
individuals, such as the visually obtained route memory to
food sources [1, 5, 10, 11, 14] and memory of the required
steps to reach the food, which is categorized as private (or
personal) information. Another style of foraging without
pheromone trail formation involves recruiters showing
nest-mates how to reach food sources through tandem
running, during which the information exchanged among
foragers is categorized as social information. In these ways,
ants utilize various types of information in foraging, with the
primary information used depending on the species and
situation. The combined use of more than one piece of
information has been observed in some ant species. For
example, the parallel use of remembering the steps
required for foragers to reach food sources from the nest
(i.e., odometer) and sensing the polarization of sunlight
(i.e., sun-compass) enables path integration in desert ants,
with which they recognize the temporal location at every
moment during foraging [2, 17]. This is a combination of the
different types of private information. Another form of
combinatory use of multiple information is hierarchical
use. For example, in a food-seeking experiment with Lasius
niger, the ants primarily relied on the stored memory of the
feeding location for individuals when the indicated feeding
directions conflicted, as opposed to the usual information
from the pheromone trail [1, 10]. Also in this study, we
investigated the mode changes in the foraging behavior of
Lasius japonicus, however, unlike the previous studies [3–5],
we investigated the mode-change caused by the input of
stimulus, i.e. the food intake.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Experimental Animals
We collected three colonies of Lasius japonicus from the Higashi-
Hiroshima campus of Hiroshima University. Each colony was
housed in a breeding box (30 × 40 cm) containing a plastic nest
box (10 × 10 cm). The bottom of each nest box was covered with a
layer of plaster. The top of each nest box was covered with
cardboard to block light. A rubber tube was connected to the nest
box at the entrance. The colonies were queenless, comprising
500–700 workers and a small number of broods. We fed the
colonies once every 2 days with 0.5 ml of 1 M sugar solution and
once a week with a mealworm. The experiments were performed
in a temperature-controlled room, with a light-dark cycle of 12:
12 h and the lights turned on at 8:00. The room windows were
covered to prevent natural light. The room contained artificial
room lights, different types of lab equipment, and furniture,
which would provide visual landmarks for the ants.

2.2 Pheromone Extraction and Column
Chromatography
To obtain trail pheromone during the experimental trials,
solutes were extracted from 100 ants using hexane (10 ml) for
3 days. The extract solutes were concentrated to 4 ml in an
evaporator. The concentrated solutes were then separated
using column chromatography as follows. A column was
prepared by packing glass wool and silica gel powder into
the tip of a disposable glass Pasteur pipette. First, the
extracted solutes were loaded onto the column.
Subsequently, the column was eluted with mixture solutes
(50 ml per eluent) containing hexane and diethyl ether, and
the mixing ratio of each eluent was set stepwise (hexane/
diethyl ether ratios of 10:0, 9:1, 7:3, and 5:5). Every 10 ml of
the eluate fraction was collected into glass bottles (the bottle
was labeled as ID:1–20).

To select an eluate, including the trail pheromone, the eluates
of the bottles were examined using a biological assay. We
compared the attractiveness of the eluate for three consecutive
bottle IDs [i.e., (1,2,3), (2,3,4), (3,4,5). . .(18, 19, 20)]. Three
solutes were placed along a trident shape on fresh paper, in
which each pronged spear comprised one solute in the bottle. We
then forced ants to forage on the paper, recorded their foraging
behavior with a video camera, and then counted the number of
ants walking on each spear for 5 min. Eluates, including the trail
pheromone, were selected based on the number of ants following
the corresponding spear. The eluate from the bottle was diluted
30–50 times by mixing with hexane and was then used for the
subsequent foraging experiments.

FIGURE 1 | Experimental setup. The dotted line indicates the initial
pheromone path, where the trail pheromone was deposited along a circle with
a radius of 10 cm. The dash-dotted line indicates the shortcut path. A feeder
platformwas placed on the edge of the circle and the nest was placed on
the other side. The black vertical lines represent the decision lines.
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2.3 Experimental Setup
We placed a fresh paper over a foraging platform for each trial.
We then prepared a pheromone trail that had a circle shape
using the selected extracted pheromone. We applied the
pheromone trail along the circle with a radius of 10 cm on
the paper using a microsyringe as an initial pheromone path. It
is known that the ants following the trail tried to find a new path
when they reached the point where the two straights crossed [7,
12]. The ants following the circle path could reach the food
source without being disturbed because the circle path is
smooth. A glass plate was provided as a feeder platform on
the edge of the circle, and the nest box was placed on the other
side, as shown in Figure 1.

Two experiments without a food source and twelve
experiments with a food source in total (four subgroups of
three colonies) were conducted. The two experiments were set
up without sugar solution on the feeder platform to confirm that
the ants could follow the initial pheromone path for 60 min. The
twelve experiments with a food source were performed in the
same place in the room and every few days thereafter. The ants
starved during the days between the conducted experiments. The
experiments with a food source were recorded for 90 min per
trial. The video for all experiments provided images at a
resolution of 1280 × 720 at 30 frames/s.

2.4 Video Analysis
The two-dimensional position coordinates for each ant were
measured from the recorded video sequences using the
background subtraction method. First, every frame in the
video sequence was converted to grayscale frames, and then
the background image was calculated by storing the highest
intensity value of each pixel from the series of preceding
frames. Second, we subtracted the background image from all
frames to calculate the foreground images. Thus, we binarized the
extracted foreground images. Third, we defined the ant position
coordinate as the center of the labeled pixel region whose size was
between 5 and 100 pixels to retain only ants. Following these three
steps, we measured the position of each ant in each frame;
however, the relation between the positions in the subsequent
frame was unknown. Thus, we defined the nearest positional
coordinate in the subsequent frame as the coordinate of the same
ant if the magnitude of the difference vector between the

coordinates was less than 1 cm. The difference vector between
the two coordinates served as a velocity vector for the ant.

Following the above processes, we measured the trajectories
of the ants within the two frames and velocity vector
sequences, as shown in Figure 2. Using the measured
information, we classified the outward and homeward ants
based on velocity vectors. We quantified the temporal
dynamics of the ant traffic flow on decision lines, which
were defined at the center of the circle and at the initial
pheromone path, as shown in Figure 1. We counted the
number of ants crossing each decision line for outward and
homeward independently as traffic flow, and defined no,s, nh,s,
no,i, and nh,i as the number of ants crossing the shortcut path
for outward and homeward and the initial path for outward
and homeward, respectively. In this study, we regarded that the
ants went foraging or homed after reaching the food source
when they crossed decision lines, respectively, but the ants
could cross the outside of the decision lines. To confirm that
the ants walked the two paths, we counted all ants crossing the
centerline for outward and homeward as no and ns. If no,s + no,i
≊ no and nh,s + nh,i ≊ nh, we could assume that the ants in the
experiments attended the foraging and homing after finding
the food source. In addition, we did not follow all ants’
trajectories to confirm that the ants turned around while
walking on the two paths without reaching the food source
and whether the ants reached the food source or not because of
technical difficulty. However, we confirmed that these cases
were relatively rare cases while checking the original videos.
Each traffic flow was normalized by the total number of traffic
flows for each direction, no and nh, and was referred to as the
proportion of traffic flow. We compared the proportion of
traffic flow between the shortcut path and the initial
pheromone path. We referred to the proportion of the
traffic flow of ants on the shortcut path as fo,s = no,s/no for
outward and fh,s = nh,s/nh for homeward, and that on the initial
pheromone path as fo,i = no,i/no for outward and fh,i = nh,i/nh for
homeward.

2.5 Statistical Analysis
Significant differences in the proportion of traffic flow on the
shortcut path and that on the initial pheromone path every 3 min
were confirmed using a paired t-test in R software v.3.3.1 [15].

FIGURE 2 | Temporal overlaying of video frames for 60 s from (A) 15 s, (B) 5 min, and (C) 25 min.
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Experiments Without a Food Source
We initially set up two experiments to examine whether foragers
followed a pheromone trail along a circular path. For this
purpose, a pheromone trail was deposited on a circular path
without food. In this situation, a large fraction of foragers kept
walking on the circular path until the end of the two experiments,
both of which continued for 60 min, as shown in Figure 3.

3.2 Experiments With a Food Source
Next, the food source was placed on the path, and 12
experiments were conducted in total (four subgroups of
three colonies). Within the 12 experiments, we only
analyzed the data of the experiments in which the first five
ants reached the food source following the initial pheromone
trail to investigate the collective behavioral change of the
foragers, that is, the primary foraging route changes from the
initial pheromone path to the shortcut path. Eight of the 12
experiments satisfied this criterion. Most ants traveled
outward from the nest entrance to the food source on the
initial pheromone trail during the first 3 minutes. However,
there was no statistically significant difference between the
number of homeward ants along the initial pheromone path
and that along the shortcut path. In addition, we discuss the
results of video analysis for all experiments from the start to

45 min, because the foraging ants finished taking the sugar
solution at 45 min.

During the next time interval from 3 to 15 min, the fraction
of outward ants, fo,s, that crossed the decision line, including
the shortcut path, monotonically increased, whereas the
fraction of outward ants, fo,i, that crossed the decision lines,
including the initial pheromone path, remained constant, as
shown in Figure 4. The ratio fo,s also increased, however, fo,s
and fo,i did not exhibit significant differences until 18 min (p >
0.05), as shown in Figure 5. fo,s and fo,i in a 18–21 interval
showed a significant difference (p < 0.05). In contrast to the
outward ants, the number of homeward ants, fh,s, that crossed
the decision line on the shortcut path was consistently larger
than fh,i that crossing the decision line on the initial
pheromone path, and fh,s and fh,i were significantly different
(p < 0.01) except a 15–18 interval (p > 0.05). The time series of
the number of ants that crossed the decision lines as shown in
Figure 4 revealed that the foraging ants that relied on the
initial pheromone path ignored social information and instead
used other information. After 3 min, fh,s was approximately
0.7, which was significantly different from fh,i (p < 0.01) except
a 15–18 interval (p > 0.05).

This outcome indicates that the ants preferred to use the
shortcut path as the main foraging trail. Notably, the outward
foraging ants that walked along the initial pheromone path
were retained in a certain fraction, indicating that the pre-set

FIGURE 3 | Example of the density of foraging ants in the experiment without a food source: (A) an interval from 0 to 3 min, (B) an interval from 3 to 6 min, (C) an
interval from 6 to 9 min, (D) an interval from 9 min to 12 min.
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FIGURE 4 | Number of ants passing each decision line per 3 min interval: (A) outward ants. (B) homeward ants.

FIGURE 5 | Ratio between the number of ants passing each decision line: (A) outward ants. (B) homeward ants.
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trail pheromone pheromone trail strongly attracted the
outward foraging ants.

4 DISCUSSION

We observed that the fed ants collectively tended to switch their
foraging behavior mode. The workers that led foraging in the
early stages of the experiments walked homeward in areas where
no other workers had previously walked. This behavior indicates
that the workers independently decided to ignore the trail
pheromone and choose to walk across the shortcut path
between the food source and their nest entrance.

It is natural to suppose that the workers’ decision might be
based on some information, which should be the workers’ private
information because they did not use any social information
provided by the pheromone trail and, instead, started to walk to
areas for which no social information existed. The possible
candidates for the private information which the workers used
were their visual information, odometer, or previous memory. In
addition, our results indicated that ants may use private
information for the homeward journey, which contradicted
with the expected behavior based on the hypothesis that ants
use pheromones for homing.

Another possible mechanism is the emergence of stochastic
effects in the sensitivity of pheromone trails, which allow ants to
ignore the established pheromone trail. Based on previous
simulation studies, a circular path that is initially set is
optimized to a shortcut path in the following steps [4, 6, 8].
First, the ants wander around the vicinity of the circular path and
deposit pheromones there. Second, because the ants following the
inside of the circular path reach the resources faster than those
following the circular path, the trail pheromone on the inside of
the circular path becomes more concentrated than that on the
circular path. Finally, the primarily used path shifts to the inside
of the circular path. By repeating these steps, the primarily used
path gradually converges to the shortcut path between the nest
and the resource. However, in our experiments, ants
discontinuously switched their homeward path from the
original pheromone path to the shortcut path. In addition, if
the stochastic effects on the sensitivity of the pheromone trail are
significant, the ants should spread out in all directions. As the ants
headed directly to their nests in our experiment, it is likely that
our ants used private information.

Reid et al. [13] evaluated the decision-making mechanism
regarding information selection in ants when forced to choose
particular information following the removal of the existing
information and reported that ants head back to their nest
using private information when a pheromone trail is
physically blocked. In their study, the appropriate information
was externally shut down, and thus, ants were forced to use
private information to cover the loss. In contrast, we observed
that ants switched the prior homing information from chemical
cues to private cues, even though the foraging environment
remained unchanged. However, the mechanism for selecting
private information without the loss of chemical cues requires

further investigation. Our results were consistent with those of
Grueter et al. [9], who found that the costs and benefits of
information use depend on the context, leading to a change in
the primarily used information. In our experiments, the time cost
of searching for unknown food sources was high in the outward
journey because the pheromone trail was presented and the food
source was known. Conversely, relying on private information is
beneficial because the time taken for a straight path is less than
that for a circular path. The ants that completed the outward
journey then acquired up-to-date private information. In
summary, the ants succeeded in gaining benefits and
decreasing costs by selecting information.

Our data indicate that not only the initial circular pheromone
path but the shortcut path also came to work as a pheromone trail
with time proceeded. This is because the traffic flow on the
shortcut path increased with time. In general, ants on pheromone
trails and those who have previously experienced foraging move
faster than inexperienced ants or those on unmarked trails [3].
Therefore, subsequent ants could use multiple types of
information, potentially increasing the efficiency of ant transport.

In our experiments, we only analyzed the collective
foraging behavior of the ants, and thus we indirectly
concluded the possibility of private information use in
their homeward foraging behavior. The individual ants are
small but it still have complex nervous system. That means
that the observed behavior might be related to multiple input
information. To confirm the origin of their private
information, we have to do experiments that strictly
control the available cues related to the private
information. We conduced the experiments in the
laboratory with many instruments which might be used as
landmarks to locate their heading direction. It is required to
conduct an experiment controlling the visual environment.
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